In the post-ISR period of high energy proton-proton colliding beams, it may be necessary to reconsider the high current, continuous beam approach as a practical operating procedure. An alternative for achieving both high level performance and operational simplicity is through the use of high frequency bunches. A scheme that could be used in operating the ISABELLE facility is outlined. High-luminosity is obtained with low average current and tight bunching. The bunched mode is natural for achieving flexibility in energy variation. With sufficiently high bunch frequency, the total number of events per colliding bunch can be kept down to a value on the order of unity. The advantages of bunched operation cover the areas of current accumulation, beam loss, aperture utilization, beani handling (e.g., debunching, rebunching, and beam extraction) and synchrotron radiation. Other relevant topics are stability against growing coherent beam oscillations, the beam-beam interaction, and the rf heating induced in the vacuum chamber.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ISABELLE Storage Accelerator, as presently planned, will operate in a way essentially analogous to the CERN ISR. Continuous beams of protons will be made to collide. However, to achieve the larger energy range (30 to 400 GeV), ISABELLE has chosen the conventional "synchronous" or bunched method of acceleration, rather than the phase displacement technique developed at the CERN ISR to cover the more limited energy range, from 26 to 31 GeV. The result of this choice is that the beam must alter its form, from bunched at injection, to dc in stacking, to bunched for acceleration, to dc for collisions. These added beam manipulations contribute to a variety of complications, for example, to an increase in aperture requirement with an accompanying increase in beam loss. Such considerations lead us to inquire about the performance possibilities of operating ISABELLE with a bunch structure which is maintained in the stacking, acceleration, and collision phases.
II. THE AGS INJECTOR
In discussing the use of a proton-proton storage accelerator with many colliding bunches, we will assume that we are given the basic design of the superconducting proton rings as described in the ISABELLE proposal. This will necessitate a fast full-aperture kicker and will place the 57 bunches into the center of the 8 cm aperture. A sketch of the extent occupied by the beam is illustrated in Figure 1 . This is compared with the present ISABELLE injection aperture, sketched also in the two rings will have a relative phase such that the bunches in the two rings pass through the intersection regions at different times. This "noncollisiont' geometry, see Figure 2 , will be maintained during the subsequent acceleration of the beams to the energy level specified by the experimenters. 
IV. OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
It is fair to say that the operational aspects of ISABELLE with many bunches should be straight forward.
Except for periods of actual interaction of the beams, all operations will be similar to those of a conventional proton accelerator. In Table III we present a list of a number of features characterizing the bunched mode of operation. It is of interest to point out that in this bunched mode of operation, the average luminosity is linear in the number of circulating bunches. This means that operation with a small number of bunches, which could be desirable in the early ISABELLE experimental phase, would still give a respectable luminosity even with a relatively low current. For example, with three bunches per beam, that is an average current of only 0.13 A, the luminosity at 400 GeV is about 1031 cm-sec-1.
V. HIGHER ENERGY EXTENSION
Another aspect of operating ISABELLE in a high frequency, bunched mode is the straight forward extrapolation of the operating procedure to higher energies. ISABELLE then plays an ideal role as an injector in the higher energy facility. The high density bunches would be conveyed through the 400 GeV machine, on a single or multiple basis, and then injected into the larger machine. Achieving good beam control and high luminosity would then follow the pattern set in ISABELLE. An illustration of a system with ISABELLE serving as an injector into a 2 TeV on 2 TeV Super ISABELLE is shown on the BNL site in Figure 4 . We have considered a similar arrangement at 1. 
